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ABSTRACT 

 

Online learning has become a trend for the current generation of students who have been exposed to 

advanced information and communication technology. Smart education can use pattern recognition. Manual 

assessments are subjective and inconsistent. To overcome these problems, pattern recognition can be used in the 

non-verbal aspect assessment system. This study describes pattern recognition in online learning about the 

functions, modalities, and algorithms and specifically related to the recognition system of non-verbal aspects of 

teaching skills. The literature study was carried out through the stages of planning, selection, extraction, and 

selection. There are 86 articles reviewed. The first result is the functions of implementing pattern recognition in 

online learning are engagement recognition, attention detection, emotion recognition, learning behavior, learning 

activity recognition, authentication, teaching training, etc. using four classifications of modality: visual, audio, 

biosignal, behavioral, and CNN as the most widely used learning algorithm. Secondly, all modalities (except 

behavioral) and CNN algorithm can be used for assessing teaching skills. Early development of the non-verbal 

aspect assessment system can use Facial Expression Recognition (FER) and Hand Gesture Recognition (HGR). 

The future analysis needs to focus on technology characteristics, the meaningfulness of the content, and the proper 

teaching mode. In the end, hopefully, prospective teachers will acquire technology that can make it easier for them 

to practice teaching and get objective assessments. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The use of technology related to the 

Internet and interconnected devices deliver the 

Industrial Revolution (IR) 4.0 initiated by 

Germany and Society 5.0 by Japan [1]. 

Interconnecting in the smart manufacturing 

system is the core of IR 4.0. Society 5.0 

integrates various advances and innovations 

from the 4.0 industrial revolution to meet 

multiple social needs to live entirely comfortably 

[2]. The spirit of IR 4.0 and Society 5.0  triggers 

the birth of Education 4.0 (Edu 4.0). On the other 

hand, educational institutions need to provide 

students with skills required in working life 

when they work both as entrepreneurs and 

workers.  Technology skill is one of the learning 

experience that schools need to pay attention to 

help students face the future world of work [3]. 

One challenge that arises in Edu 4.0 is applying 

technology and capabilities to face the 

implications of using these technologies. 

Schools must provide space for students to be 

trained in technology and include values related 

to these technologies. The essential step is to get 

used to technology to help make it easier for 

students to learn. Embracing technology in 

education 4.0 is a must to achieve those 

experiences. Furthermore, Figure 1 shows the 

relationship between role in education with 

society development [4], [5], industrial 

revolution (IR) [1], web development [6], 

technology in education [7]–[10], and 

generations [11]. 

 

 

Figure 1. The relationship between the terminology 

of society, industrial revolution, web, education, and 

generation related to the role in education 
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Figure 1 shows that the Society started 

from the Hunting Society and continued with the 

Agrarian Society. Society 3.0 and IR 1.0 came 

together. IR 3.0 and Society 4.0 encourages the 

development of Website technology. Education 

1.0 is a period of transmission of learning with a 

teacher-centered approach. Early technologies 

used in education are radio, projector, TV, 

headphones, etc. Computer equipment 

development started computer-based learning 

during the Education 1.0 era, which was also 

web-based with the emergence of the Learning 

Management System (LMS). Education 2.0 is 

social and virtual based on web 2.0 and applies 

blended learning. Massive Open Online Course 

(MOOC) is a transition to implementing 

Education 3.0. Technological developments in 

Education 4.0 are related to Smart Education.  

The differences about teaching mode and 

learning theory in each Education era are: (1) 

Education 1.0 uses pedagogy with instructivism 

theory and behaviorism; (2) Education 2.0 uses 

Andragogy with Cognitivism theory; (3) 

Education 3.0 uses Heutagogy with 

Constructivism theory; and (4) Education 4.0 is 

Peeragogy and Cybergogy with Connectivism 

theory [8]. Several generations have grown in 

line with technological developments. Working-

age and educational attainment is between the 

ages of 15 and 64 years [12]. This age as a 

generation boundary for only Baby Boomers. 

Baby Boomers, Millenials, and Generation Y are 

the age of educators. Simultaneously, students 

have a larger generation span from generation α 

to Generation X. Each generation has a different 

exposure to technology. Educational technology 

needs to pay attention to the characteristics of 

students. Education 4.0 as a response to IR 4.0 

and Society 5.0 requires educators 4.0 to provide 

learning facilities that pay attention to student 

characteristics.  

Smart education is the spirit of Education 

4.0. One form of smart education is the 

application of Artificial Intelligence, such as 

Pattern Recognition. Pattern recognition is a 

system that facilitates detection, tracking, 

classification, recognition of specific modality 

by a computer system with a particular learning 

algorithm. There are various pattern recognition 

learning models that have been implemented in 

online learning, using both machine learning and 

deep learning approaches. This recognition uses 

multiple modalities that have many functions. 

This paper describes Pattern Recognition In 

Online Learning (PROL) by classifying the 

functions, modalities, and algorithms used. This 

can indicate several things: (1) opportunities to 

use certain modality and algorithms for other 

PROL functions; and (2) comparison of certain 

modality and algorithms for certain PROL 

functions. Furthermore, this study specifically 

points out opportunities for applying pattern 

recognition in assessing teaching skills relate to 

modalities and algorithms used. Pattern 

recognition can be applied in online learning, 

especially teaching training. Teaching practice is 

one of the skills that teachers must master. 

Therefore, prospective teachers must learn these 

skills. 

In this case, prospective teachers are 

students in undergraduate study programs who 

receive micro-teaching in semester 7 at the age 

of about 21 years. This age shows that 

prospective teachers are part of generation Y. 

And in the next few years, prospective teachers 

are Generation Z. Both generations have 

interacted with web technology (web 1.0 to web 

4.0 or today). Therefore, educational technology 

development for this generation must be updated 

to follow students' technological exposure 

characteristics. The teacher's socio-emotional 

competence is important to create a positive 

learning environment [13]. Non-verbal aspects 

function as emotional communication [14], [15]. 

In teaching, 82% are those aspects of 

communication [16]. Teaching practice 

performance was assessed manually using a 

scored questionnaire [17], [18]. The manual 

assessment presents subjectivity and 

inconsistency of assessment results [19]. 

Education 4.0 is related to an automated teaching 

practice assessment system that can provide 

objective and standardized assessments, 

especially regarding non-verbal aspects as 
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emotional communication. There are various 

modalities and algorithms used in pattern 

recognition. It is necessary to study what 

modalities are most appropriate to describe non-

verbal aspects of teaching skills and alternative 

algorithms that can be used. This article aims to 

explain the pattern recognition functions, 

modalities, and algorithms used in online 

learning; and describes the modality and 

algorithms in pattern recognition required for 

assessing teaching skills. 

 

METHODS 

 

 
Figure 2. SLR method in reviewing articles 

Figure 2 shows the literature review 

method in this paper adapted to the SLR method, 

consist of planning, selection, extraction, and 

execution [20]. The previous survey was about 

Artificial Intelligence in Education, which 

describes the application [21]. Unlike that 

review, this study describes the pattern 

recognition functions, modalities, and 

algorithms used in general online learning and 

specifically related to the non-verbal aspects of 

communication in a teaching skills assessment. 

A. Planning Stages 

In planning stages identifies research 

questions, keywords, resources to be searched, 

and selection article criteria in the planning step. 

By providing keywords, it can emphasize the 

topic.By giving a specific year span to ensure the 

novelty of the article. Selection of paper in 

English to ensure the readability of the study. 

The research questions in this study are: RQ1 - 

What are the pattern recognition functions, 

modalities, and algorithms used in online 

learning?; RQ2 - What are the modality and 

algorithms in pattern recognition required for 

assessing teaching skills? Research Keywords in 

this research using the key phrase "Pattern 

Recognition in Online Learning". The synonym 

of the keyword “pattern recognition” is 

"recognition system". The synonym of the 

keyword “e-learning” such as Electronic 

learning, MOOC, online learning, open course 

learning, and distance learning. Search string 

used in this review: (“e-learning” OR “electronic 

learning” OR “online learning” OR “learning 

online” OR “virtual learning” OR “e-education” 

OR “open course learning” OR “distance 

learning” OR “MOOC”) AND (“pattern 

recognition” OR “system recognition”). 

B. Selection and Extraction Stages  

The author carried out the selection stage 

by searching for literature in the Scopus database 

(www.scopus.com) and Google search  

(www.google.com) from August to October 

2020. From these tools, there are articles from 

various publishers to produce comprehensive 

reviews. At the selection stage, inclusion criteria 

were applied. The inclusion criteria in this study 

are articles that discuss the application of PROL. 

The reduction of literature was carried out based 

on the exclusion criteria at the extraction stage. 

This stage ensures the article's relevancy related 

to the application of algorithms, modality, and 

the function description of PROL. Two stages of 

extraction in this study are by reading the 

abstract and full article. Those extractions to get 

an insight into the implementation of pattern 

recognition are suitable for teaching skills 

assessment.  

First exclusion criteria in this study 

consisted of: (1) not meeting the inclusion 

criteria; (2) articles before 2015; (3) not a 

primary source; and (4) the item is not in 

English. These criteria are obtained by reading 

the title or abstract. The second exclusion criteria 

were: (1) unable to get the full article version; (2) 

does not apply the pattern recognition model/ 

method/ technique/ architecture/ algorithm; (3) 

does not inform the modality used; (4) do not 

provide information the modality function used; 

(5) non-online educational implementation. 

Figure 3(a) shows the selection and extraction 

process for literature in this literature review. 
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              (a)              (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Selection and Extraction Process; (b) 

Density Visualization 

The initial article recovery from the 

Scopus database were 720 literatures. The first 

exclusion reduced 672 study with the following 

details: (1) 224 unrelated topics; (2) publications 

before 2015 were 414; (3) apart from journal 

articles and proceedings totaling 23; and (4) the 

use of non-English languages as much as 11. The 

keyword online learning is why the large number 

of articles that are not related to the topic. These 

keywords lead to the items associated with 

specific programming approach algorithms that 

are not related to this study's case. The papers 

obtained in the first selection stage were 48, and 

the secondary search (google search) was 64. 

The number in secondary search is more than 

one. The keywords are less specific when 

searching directly in the database, for example, 

"Facial Expressions Recognition" AND 

"MOOC". The total articles from the two search 

techniques were 112, and by investigating all of 

the papers entered in the Scopus database, those 

papers have quality guaranteed. The second 

extraction contained 26 articles. From the 

selection and extraction process, 86 papers were 

obtained. 

C. Execution Stages 

The last stage in this SLR method is 

executed by synthesizing the data and writing the 

article. This study use VOSviewer [22], which 

reads data from bibliographic database files 

(Scopus).  The display used is density 

visualization. The brighter the red color and the 

larger the text size, the more intense the words 

appear. From Figure 3(b), it can be seen that the 

most common variables appear in the following 

four aspects: (1) the function of pattern 

recognition is engagement recognition; (2) 

pattern recognition is "eye-tracking". Besides, if 

conduct a rotate analysis, "facial emotion 

recognition" or "facial expression recognition" is 

performed, it is also large and visible; (3) 

modalities are “eyes” and “facial expressions”;  

and (4) the algorithm is Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN). However, these results still 

require further study by mapping modalities 

category (Figure 4), and algorithm classification 

(Figure 5). 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Pattern Recognition In Online Learning 

1. Modalities and Algorithms Taxonomies for 

PROL 

There are four classifications of modality, 

namely visual, audio, biosignal, and behavioral. 

Figure 4 shows the taxonomy of pattern 

recognition modalities in online learning 

obtained from the articles reviewed in this paper. 

Visual modalities use eyes, faces, head pose, 

hands gestures, and human activities images 

captured using camera sensors. Pattern 

recognition with visual modalities such as FR, 

FT, FER, GE, ET, BD, HPE, OT, IR, GR. Eye-

tracking indicators such as pupil diameter, blink 

(count, rate), regression (count, rate, length), eye 

movement, etc. This eye movement such as 

fixation (count, rate, position and duration) and 

saccade (count, rate, amplitude, duration). Eyes 

movements pattern estimate learners' cognitive 

state [23]. Audio modalities use modality in a 

voice, which is captured using a microphone 

sensor. Pattern recognition with audio modality 

is VR.  The main principle of voice recognition 

or speech detection is the comparison between 

the input signal with the threshold of certain 

voice/speech characteristics. 

Biosignal modalities use modality with 

sensors that detect physiological signals in the 

user. The use of biosignal modalities requires 

supporting devices, such as brain waves (BW) 

with EEG; heart rate (HR) with ECG or heart 
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flux (HF); skin conductance (SC) can use 

galvanic skin response (GSR); blood volume 

pressure (BVP) with photoplethysmograph 

(PPG). SC is a part of electrodermal activity. The 

rising cognitive workload and emotional arousal 

load can stimulate the brain to send signals to the 

skin's surface so that the sweat state increase. 

This affects the electrical changes on the surface 

of the skin. Behavioral modalities consist of user 

behavior when using the mouse (MT, MC), 

interaction with the system (CUE, GI), log data 

(LD), including data on the system in text (TD) 

and keyboard (SK). SK using features such as 

durations and latency, while GI means clicking 

the GUI menus [24]. Log datas store student 

learning activities related to time usage, work on 

assignments, searching and learning material, 

writing comments, etc.

 
 Figure 4. Modalities Taxonomy of PROL 

 
Figure 5. Algorithms Taxonomy of PROL 

The applications of machine learning for 

PROL use both supervised and unsupervised 

learning types. Algorithm types that use PROL 

can be seen in Figure 5. This figure displays the 

machine learning algorithm used for PROL in a 

taxonomic format. The application of the pattern 

recognition algorithm type in online learning is 

adjusted to the characteristics of research needs 

in the form of a related environment, modality 

characteristics, the type of equipment used (low 

or high cost, poor or advanced technology, easy 

or difficult to assess, etc.), mastery of skills 

owned programming and so on. In general, the 

algorithm used for visual-based modalities for 

deep learning is CNN, while  for machine 

learning, it is SVM. CNN can be used for the 

four types of modalities in PROL. 

2. The Functions of PROL 

During the recognition system, various 

learning settings are conducted, such as taking 

test activities, studying material, watching 

videos, etc. The application of the function of 

PROL varies widely. Some of these functions 

include engagement recognition, attention 

detection, emotion recognition, authentication, 

learning activity, etc. Furthermore, these 

functions are implemented for a more general 

purpose.   

Table 1. Pattern Recognition of Authentication  

Source Pattern Recognition Algorithm (accuracy) 

[25] FR Feature Matching  

[26] FR LDA (93%)  

[27] FR CNN (99.28%) 

[28] FR OpenFace Algorithm 

(natural lighting: 

76.64%, artificial 

lighting: 80.4%)  

[29] SK, TD, FR, VR Database matching 

[30] VR NN: MLP (76.33%) 

[24] SK, MT, GI BayesNet (99.39%); 

LibSVM (96.66%); 

Decision tree: J48 

(86.64%) 
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Table 1 shows the Pattern Recognition for 

authentication, such as FR, SK, TD, VR, MT, 

GI. The algorithms used for the recognition are 

CNN, feature matching, LDA, OpenFace, 

database matching, NN. The unique modality as 

an authentication security key consists of 

modalities that are known to the user in the form 

of a password, modalities that are owned by the 

user which can be in the form of cards and a 

recognized face is one of the modalities that the 

user has (biometrics) [31]. This authentication is 

used to login to the e-learning system [25], [26];  

to identify cheating in the online exams through 

the detection of student's faces [27]–[29]. 

Ensuring the e-assessment is done by registered 

students and the assignment is free from 

plagiarism multi-modality is used. These 

modalities are SK to recognize typing rhythm, 

TD to recognize writing style and check 

plagiarism, FR to recognize faces, VR to 

recognize voices during the exam [29]. As well 

as authentication, VR can be used to identify the 

exactness of student answers [30]. The 

fundamental difference regarding identification/ 

recognition is related to the number of class 

categories. Identification using multiclass, while 

authentication using binary class [24]. 

Table 2. Pattern Recognition of Engagement Recognition 

Source 
Pattern 

Recognition 
Algorithm/ software/ devices/ sensors (accuracy) Dataset/ State 

[32] FER CNN (92.33%) not/normally/highly-engaged  

[33] FER DERN: the fusion of attention mechanism on 

BiLSTM and temporal convolution (60%) 

DAiSEE 

[34] FER CNN: C3D-FL (56.2%) DAiSEE 

[35] FER CNN: WSRGB-I3D Convnet (52.35%)  DAiSEE 

[36] FER LDP-KPCA-DBN (two level: 90.89%; three 

level:87.25%) 

two level: not/engaged; three level: 

not/normally/very-engaged 

[37] ET, BW, 

MT, CUE 

ET: Gazepoint GP3; BW: OpenBCI Cyton 

Biosensing; MT, CUE: AutoHotKey 

correct response 

[38] LD K-means+FCA minimal, regular, irregular 

Table 3. Pattern Recognition of Attention Recognition  

Source 
Pattern 

Recognition 
Algorithm/ software/ devices/ sensors (accuracy) Dataset/ State 

[39] FR CNN Unidentified 

[40] FER, ET, 

SC 

FER: OpenFace Software; ET: iView X Eye 

Tracker; SC: Shimmer3 GSR 

Unidentified 

[41] ET Eye tracker  Unidentified 

[42] ET Eye tracker monotone, non-monotone, and distraction 

[43] ET Tobii X2-30 eye tracker (68.2%) attention or inattention 

[44] GE TabletGaze algorithm Look or did not look the subtitles below and 

wandering 

[45] GE, VR GE: geometric pattern matching; VR: pitch-

detection algorithm 

attentive or inattentive (not looking or 

speaking) 

[46] ET Tobii eyetracker Unidentified 

[47] BW  CFS-KNN algorithm (80.84%) High, Neutral, Low 

[48] BW, HR  SVM (ECG:77,68%; HF: 59.64%; EEG: 

86.86%) 

Attention, Non-attention 

[49] MT R: library mousetrap focused, distracted, doing something else 

[50] MT  CRF (88.23%) attention, ignored 

[51] FER CNN (76.23%), LSTM (71.36%) Attention: Happy, Angry, Surprise, Neutral; 

Non-attention: Sad, Fear, Disgust 

[52] GE, HPE,  GE: entropy-based segmentation; HPE: POSIT 

algorithms;  

On, Off 

 
.

Table 2 shows pattern recognition for 

engagement recognition. This table indicates 

that the engagement states vary. DAiSEE consist 

of boredom, confusion, engagement, and 

depression affective state. Patterns recognition 

for detecting engagement are FER, ET, BW, 

MT, CUE, LD. CNN, BiLSTM, DBN, K-means 

are algorithms that can be used to recognize the 
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engagement status. Engagement recognition can 

be used to assist smart adaptive online learning 

[32]; to evaluate of studying experience [33]; to 

monitor when students viewing material on 

online learning [34]; to adjust learning outcome 

and reduce school dropout [35]; to give 

individual intervenes [36]; to evaluate e-learning 

[37]; to recognize teaching pedagogy [38]. 

Table 3 shows pattern recognition for 

attention recognition. Categorizing attention 

state based on the needs in the learning 

implementation. Patterns recognition for 

detecting attention are FR, FER, ET, SC, GE, 

VR, BW, HR, HPE. Algorithms applied for 

recognizing attention that are CNN, SVM, KNN, 

LSTM, etc. The individual cognitive approach 

can be indicated from patterns of visual 

attention. Attention recognition has many 

variations of implementation, such as: to 

enhance dynamic teaching [39]; related to the 

correctness of quiz answers [40]; to find 

usability problems in the system [41]; to enhance 

virtual learning (interaction and feedback) [42]; 

encourage self-regulated learning [43]; to place 

the subtitles in the video that impact learning 

outcomes [44]; to develop smart and flexible 

systems by monitoring learner learning activities 

[45]; as reflection by observing the previous 

online learning strategy [46]; for learner 

feedback [47]; to monitor cognitive activity [48]; 

to comprehend the self-produced cognition 

complexity [49]; to identify user tasks in the 

online system [50]. In addition, attention 

detection can be utilized to assess teaching 

strategy [51] and the combination of attention, 

arousal, and valence are utilized to determine the 

affective state used to adjust to personal learner 

requirements [52]. The two indicates that 

emotion recognition can be used for attention 

identification. 

Table 4. Pattern Recognition of Emotion Recognition  

Source 
Pattern 

Recognition 

Algorithm/ software/ devices/ 

sensors (accuracy) 
Dataset/ State 

[52] FER, SC  FER: SVM; SC: wireless SC sensor valence (positive and negative);  

arousal (high and low) 

[53] FER CNN neutral, happy, anger, sad 

[54] FER CNN (64.77%) FER2013 

[55] FER PCA (71.05%) Delighted, Confused, Concentrated, Distracted, 

Surprised, Thinking, Normal, Unknown, Note-taking 

[56] FER EM-DeSTIN Neutral, Smile, Anger, Scream 

[57] FER CNN CK+, JAFFE, NVIE 

[58] FER LBP-PCA-SVM (80.79%) JAFFE 

[59] FER, BD 

 

FER: CNN; BD: SVM FER2013: positive (happiness, surprise), neutral 

(peace), negative (anger, boredom, fear, sadness); BD: 

closing, opening eyes 

[60] FER Face detection: Haar cascade  JAFFE 

[61] FER CNN: VGG-RDA-ADA (91.6%) confusion, distraction, enjoyment, neutral, fatigue 

[62] FER SVM (92%) happiness, interest, surprise, curiosity, concentration, 

attention, disappointment, bored, perplexity, disgust, 

frustration 

[63] FER CNN (86%) FER2013 

[64] VR ESR Algorithm positive, negative 

[65] VR  LSTM (85.32%) angry, sad, happy, neutral, surprise 

[66] TD DEI-TM positive, negative 

[67] TD A-CNN (89%), LSTM-ATT (71%) boredom, shame, enjoyment, hope, disappointment, 

anger, anxiety, joy, relaxation 

[68] SC, BVP, HR  SVM (86.5%) Engagement, Confusion, Frustration, Hopefulness 

[69] FER Microsoft facial analyzer happiness, surprise, anger, contempt, disgust, sadness, 

fear, neutral 

[70] FER Emotient software key performance indicators (sentiment, emotional 

engagement, attention); valence (negative, neutral, 

positive); emotion (joy, anger, fear, sadness)  

Table 4 shows pattern recognition for 

emotion recognition. Patterns recognition for 

classifying emotions are FER, LD, TD, SC, BD, 

VR, BVP, HR. Algorithms applied for 

recognizing attention that are CNN, SVM, 

LSTM, etc.  Academic emotion evaluation in 
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online learning for boosting learner wellbeing 

[67]. Emotion recognition can be used for 

providing a personalized support as feedback to 

learners [54]–[57], [63], [64]; for enhancing 

efficient training [58]; for enhancing outcome 

learning and instruction quality [59]; for 

identifying learner comprehension [60]; for 

enhancing quality of teaching [65]; for 

extracting information from comment in online 

course learning [66]; for providing adaptable e-

learning [68]; for presenting adaptive course 

content  [69]; for supporting teacher training 

[70]. FER2013, CK+ and JAFFE dataset consist 

of six basic emotions (Angry, Disgust, Fear, 

Happy, Sad, Surprise), and Neutral. NVIE 

consist of six basic emotion. 

Table 5. Pattern Recognition of Activity Recognition  

Source 
Pattern 

Recognition 

Algorithm/ software/ devices/ sensors 

(accuracy) 
State/ Indicator 

[71] FT, ET SVM (98.5%); KNN (97.3%) Reading words on the screen (concentrated); 

Looking the other with face movement 

(distracted); Thinking deeply with closing the 

vdozing); Sitting distant from the screen (doing 

something other than studying.). 

[72] ET Tobii TX300 eye tracker unconscious, conscious, strategic 

[73] ET EyeTribe+Ogama Software faster, slower 

[74] FT AdaBoost+Cascade, CamShift (100%) there is face, there is no face 

[23] ET HMM (Idle 95.33%, Seeking 80.29%, 

Scanning 81.32%) 

Idle, Seeking, Scanning 

[75] ET EyeLink II; MJTL (95.09%) good, poor 

[76] GE Tobii  TX300; pooled evidence algorithm scanning, skimming, reading, re-reading 

[77] ET Eye Tribe, Visualization software (Tableau 

Desktop 9.0) 

the reader of (slow linear, fast linear, topic 

structure) 

[53] HPE CNN presence in class, facing the classroom, look left, 

look right, look center, raise right hand, raise left 

hand, raise two hands 

[78] OT CalcOpticalFlowSF - 

[79] FT ViolaJones+Template Matching (93.3%) right/ wrong/ not detected 

[52] LD Evaluation process positive, negative (answering duration, attempts 

quantity to answer, right/wrong answers quantity, 

the last score) 

[80] LD KNN active, reflective, sensing, intuitive, visual, verbal, 

sequential, global 

[81] LD K-Means, PCA, Gaussian Naive 

Bayesian (Learning style prediction: 94%) 

re-access, visiting time and accessing resources 

[82] LD K-Means perceiving, extroversion, judging, introversion, 

intuition, sensing, feeling, thinking 

 

Table 5 shows the pattern recognition of 

activity recognition. Thus, activity recognition 

includes several activities, including body 

movement activities in front of the screen (face, 

head, hands, eyes), distance, learning activities 

in the online system (time, visits, order 

navigation and others). Patterns recognition for 

activity recognition are FER, LD, TD, SC, BD, 

VR, BVP, HR. Algorithms applied for 

recognizing activity are CNN, SVM, LSTM, etc. 

Activity recognition can be used to 

improve the lecture quality [71]; to follow the 

movements of presenter [78], [79]; to outline 

learners' reading behavior and studying from  

explanatory essay, also to investigate the 

interaction between topic interest and learners' 

cognitive processing [72]; to analyze student 

characteristics (expert or novice) for e-learning 

improvement recommendation [73]; to improve 

learning [74]; to evaluate online learning [23]; to 

evaluate learners' study conditions and 

strengthen the interaction between teacher and 

learner [53]; to find out learner' learning style 

[80]–[82]; to analyze learner behavior of re-

access the system [81]; to identify the progress 

of learning so that can be used to analyze 

feedback for student [52]. Recognizing learners’ 

reading ability can be used to give a personalized 
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online learning service [75]. To enhance learning 

material [76]. to analyze the needs for online 

learning instructional development that 

stimulating higher-order cognitive activities 

[77].  adaptive classroom about material and 

teaching strategy [83]. smart classroom with 

teaching interactivity [84] improving learning 

outcome[85]. 

Other Implementation of Pattern 

Recognition (FER) in online learning is intrinsic 

motivation recognition. That function can be 

used to analyze how to upgrade the learning 

process and outcomes [86]. CNN was used in 

this implementation for indicating high or low 

motivation.  

3. Recommendation for the future research of 

PROL 

The application of PROL in the future is 

the use of keywords that are specific to the 

literature review. Use of search more than once 

in the article database if it consists of several 

modalities or algorithms. This is to get articles 

that are contextual and comprehensive. To get 

additional information, you can look for the use 

of pattern recognition with certain modalities 

and algorithms outside of its application in 

online learning. Determination of recognition 

needs is adjusted to the problem. This study does 

not discuss the devices used in the recognition 

system, both in function, type and number. The 

discussion of each modality and algorithm is not 

discussed in detail one by one.  

Several things need to be adjusted to the 

needs of system development, namely: (1) 

determining the status of the recognition of 

engagement, attention and emotion; (2) 

determination of pattern recognition and 

modality; (3) algorithm selection; (4) the use of 

supporting devices, especially for data 

acquisition; and (5) fulfillment of certain 

conditions for participants. Further studies need 

to focus on one particular specific topic, such as 

pattern recognition functions, modalities, 

algorithms or devices for data acquisition. It is 

hoped that future research can be applied and 

tested under actual conditions (not limited to 

laboratory-based). Generalization of lab findings 

is difficult because of the Hawthorne effect [84]. 

Collecting data in the lab with participants 

realizing that they are being watched results in 

unnatural activity. Data collection involving 

people needs to include a consent form from the 

participants. Data collection in the lab needs to 

describe the data collection procedures carried 

out, thus informing the existing limitations. To 

make comparisons, it is necessary to pay 

attention to the similarity of certain aspects as 

controlling factors. 

B. Pattern Recognition for Assessing Teaching 

Skills 

The future teacher and the novice need to 

mastery the teaching skills, so that teaching 

training is highly important [87]. Online 

teaching training has high urgency. Such 

experience requires an automatic assessment of 

teaching skills and providing feedback. The 

online training increases the number and quality 

of teaching experience for prospective teachers 

and novice teachers. The training system in 

question focuses on the assessment aspect. The 

advantage of an automated teaching training 

system is that it provides a consistent feedback 

element [19], [88]. Moreover, during the Covid-

19 pandemic, this has further strengthened the 

importance of an online-based assessment 

automation system, in this case, for teaching 

training. Automated based systems can be an 

alternative to manual assessments to evaluate 

distance learning learners [89]. e-Assessment is 

a vital aspect of self-testing and formative 

assessment [90].  

Communication skills play an essential 

role in teacher success. Mastery of 

communication skills as one of the 21st century 

skills needs to be integrated into learning to 

ensure graduate work readiness [91]. 

Communication is one of the assessment aspects 

of teaching skills [92]. Recognition systems need 

to be developed in online teaching practices to 

recognize non-verbal elements of 

communication, such as gestures and facial 

expressions [87]. Affective recognition systems, 

especially FER, need to be developed in online 
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learning. Teachers' facial expressions have a 

positive effect on student achievement [93]. 

Therefore emotions are very relevant in online 

learning for both teachers and learners [94]. 

Deeper, the innovation of online exam activities 

offered by researchers is that there is an 

assessment of presentation skills, especially non-

verbal. Student assessment of communication 

skills can be supported by a system of 

recognition.  The achievement of 

communication skills needs to be known 

especially through assessment. Experiences of 

learners are the key to the development of 

MOOCs [66]. Teaching experience and 

feedback on the teaching skills assessment 

results are the primary keys to developing 

online-based learning for teaching skills. 

1. Patterns Recognition Function for Asessing 

Teaching Skills 

Reverse engineering thinking is applied in 

carrying out AATS development needs analysis. 

Characteristics of system users are users who 

practice teaching skills by displaying positive 

emotional, behavioral activities with good and 

appropriate attention and motivation. From 

Figure 6, it can be seen that the function of 

implementing PROL that is relevant for AATS 

is Teaching Training (FER and GR), Emotion 

Recognition (FER and VR), Learning Behavior 

(GR, GE, ET, HR, SC, BW), Learner Motivation 

(GE, FER), Affective Recognition (GE, BVP, 

SC), Learner's attention (VR, HPE, FER, BW, 

HR, SC, ET, GE), Learner activity recognition 

(ET, FT, OT). Thus, AATS can apply modalities 

to visual, audio, and biosignal aspects.  

Teaching training is related to teaching 

emotions (and or things related to affective) and 

behaviors or activities that occur while 

practicing that experience. Implementing pattern 

recognition for AATS needs to pay attention to 

several technical aspects applied to users, such 

as ease, flexibility, and other technical matters. 

Several technical problems during the training, 

such as low-resolution image, occlusion, and 

lighting intensity [92]. The initial development 

of the AATS aims for a system capable of 

automatic assessment and feedback that students 

can use independently and flexibly.  

Educator 4.0 shouldn't just talk about 

applying the latest technology. The teaching 

mode is not limited to pedagogy and andragogy, 

but rather a shift from heutagogy to cybergogy 

and peeragogy with an orientation of action 

learning and passion-based learning. AATS 

needs to facilitate students to be independent, 

flexible, and adapt to the abilities of students in 

practicing their teaching skills online. Students 

are able to self-direct their needs and learning 

time (heutagogy). The need for collaboration 

(peeragogy) and networking (cybergogy) is the 

limitation of the AATS's early development. The 

application of educational technology can be 

used as a learning medium as well as an 

assessment tool that can provide feedback. By 

conducting an in-depth analysis, the usage result 

of learning media will achieve the media's 

objectives to increase learning effectiveness.  

AATS analysis needs to pay attention to 

the development objectives by taking into 

account the following aspects: (1) technological 

characteristics for an automatic assessment 

system and providing appropriate feedback; (2) 

the meaningfulness of the teaching training 

content to make sure the amount and quality of 

the teaching experience; and (3) the proper mode 

of teaching. The most suitable type of 

educational technology is obtained from an in-

depth analysis of the most relevant aspects of 

technology, content, and teaching modes. This 

analysis can be done with TPACK [95] or 

TEPACK [96] or W2CPATK [97]. Furthermore, 

it is hoped that the development of a 

comprehensive AATS involving all related 

pattern recognition can be carried out in the 

future. This is to increase the number and quality 

of teaching skills using an automated assessment 

system with feedback based on online learning. 

2. Recommendation for Assessing Teaching 

Skills: FER and HGR using CNN 

Behavior modality can not be used 

because teaching activity does not control screen 

activity. Besides, the use of biosignal sensors is 
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difficult and high cost. The delivery of messages 

through the visual component is greater than the 

voice and verbal aspects [98]. Therefore visual is 

chosen over the audio (voice) modality.  The 

kinesic aspect is sufficient to identify teachers' 

non-verbal communication [99]. Kinesic aspect 

is body language. Teachers need to understand 

the proper gesture and facial expressions when 

teaching [100]. These show that facial 

expressions and hand gestures as part of visual 

kinesic modality can be used for early research 

in pattern recognition for assessing teaching 

skills. Figure 6 shows the FER process. 

 
Figure 6. Framework of teaching’s facial expressions 

and hands gestures recognition 

Data acquisition needs to consider camera 

specifications according to system requirements. 

For example, the use of high or low cost can 

affect the type of image (RGB, Depth Image 

etc.). Another thing to pay attention to is the 

number of camera usage (single or multi). 

Preprocessing to enhance, noise removal, 

normalization and facilitate the next process. 

Segmentation related to lighting and background 

conditions (complex, dynamic). Gesture 

detection related to hand articulation. Gesture 

representation is related to static or dynamic 

gestures. Feature extraction to extract 

informative features for the classification stage. 

Classification needs to pay attention to the 

classifier. If supervised learning needs to pay 

attention to training and validation regarding 

computational, the number of parameters and 

gestures is not recognized for accuracy. 
 

 

Figure 7. CNN algorithm structure 

Figure 7 shows CNN algorithm structure. 

CNN architecture consists of an input layer, 

multiple hidden layers, and an output layer. 

Generally, this architecture has feature 

extraction and classification parts. There are a 

convolution layer and pooling layer in feature 

extraction, while in classification, there is a fully 

connected layer. Convolution produces a feature 

map to reduce parameters. The pooling layer 

summarizes information resulting from 

convolution to reduce dimensions. The pooling 

layer generally consists of average pooling and 

max pooling. The fully-connected layer is used 

for classifiers because it can define a particular 

matrix. 

Table 6. FER in online learning 

Source Algorithm (accuracy) Dataset/ State 

[33] DERN (60%) boredom, confusion, engagement and depression 

[34] CNN: C3D-FL (56.2%) boredom, confusion, engagement and depression 

[35] CNN: WSRGB-I3D Convnet (52.35%)  boredom, confusion, engagement and depression 

[51] CNN (76.23%), LSTM (71.36%) Attention: Happy, Angry, Surprise, Neutral; Non-

attention: Sad, Fear, Disgust 

[54] CNN (64.77%) FER2013 

[56] EM-DeSTIN Neutral, Smile, Anger, Scream 

[57] CNN CK+, JAFFE, NVIE 

[59] FER: CNN FER2013: positive (happiness, surprise), neutral (peace), 

negative (anger, boredom, fear, sadness) 

[60] Face detection: Haar cascade  JAFFE 

[70], [101] - - 

[86] FER 63% 

[61] CNN: VGG-RDA-ADA (91.6%) confusion, distraction, enjoyment, neutral, fatigue 
. 

Table 6 shows the use of FER and GR in 

online learning. CNN has become a widely used 

deep learning model. FER2013 is a facial 

expression dataset that can be used to train the 

CNN model for FER. The state types that 

become the classification output vary according 
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to the needs of the FER application function. 

There are a variety of circumstances that can be 

identified from the use of GR (with CNN 

models), such as writing, reading, raising hand, 

concentrating, using telephone, looking around, 

standing, head down [83]; 17 types of teaching's 

static gesture [84]; and teaching's pointing 

gesture [85]. Researchers need to identify what 

kind of hand movements the teacher makes 

while teaching. 

FER [70], [101], and GR  [19], [88] as the 

implementation of pattern recognition in 

teaching training are recommended options for 

early development of AATS. FER is a modality 

that plays an essential role in the development of 

AATS [92]. Gesture recognition in teaching 

training is hand gestures, so in this case, HGR. 

Several types of facial expressions such as anger, 

fear, and sadness have low accuracy values [54]. 

The application of GR in teaching activities is 

largely related to its effectiveness in teaching. In 

the application of GR to determine the learner's 

behavior, high accuracy of 99.2862% uses the 

CNN architecture (GoogleNet) [53]. Further 

research needs to be carried out on a search that 

is more focused on FER and GR for teaching 

training with CNN. Moreover, researchers need 

to study the kinds of facial expressions and hand 

gestures relevant to teaching. 

CONCLUSION 

The most frequently used functions of 

implementing pattern recognition are 

engagement recognition, attention recognition, 

emotion recognition, activity recognition, 

authentication, and intrinsic motivation 

recognition. In this study there were four 

modalities of pattern recognition:  visual, audio, 

biosignal, and behavioral, with the widely used 

are the eyes and facial expressions. The 

commonly used pattern recognition is eye 

tracking and facial expression recognition. The 

learning algorithm that is most widely used with 

the flexibility of modality coverage and the 

superiority of accuracy results from pattern 

recognition is CNN.  

The functions of implementing pattern 

recognition for AATS include Teaching 

Training, Emotion Recognition, Learning 

Behavior, Learner Motivation, Affective 

Recognition, Learner's attention, and Learner 

activity recognition. Visual, audio, and biosignal 

aspects of modality can be used to develop a 

comprehensive AATS. However, several 

considerations related to ease, flexibility, and 

technical aspects of implementation by users 

need to be considered. AATS analysis needs to 

pay attention to the development objectives by 

taking into account the following features: 

technological characteristics for an automatic 

assessment system and providing appropriate 

feedback; the meaningfulness of the teaching 

training material content to support the amount 

and quality of the teaching experience; and the 

proper mode of teaching. The implementation of 

CNN for FER and GR in teaching training needs 

to be studied further. Besides, researchers need 

to study the types of facial expressions and hand 

movements relevant to teaching. 
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